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Instructor FAQ:  Davis Advantage for…    

Essentials of Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing, 8th Edition  |  Maternal-Newborn Nursing, 3rd Edition  |  Pediatric Nursing, 2nd Edition 

 

Q: What is Davis Advantage? 

A: Davis Advantage is an online, personalized learning and quizzing platform that aligns seamlessly with your 

textbook to engage students and help them make connections to key topics. Personalized learning plans tailored 

to each student’s strengths and weaknesses reinforce learning and drive mastery of course content. Personalized 

teaching plans help build active classrooms and provide the actionable analytics instructors need to easily track 

progress and participation. Free access to Davis Advantage is now included with your adopted title (Essentials of 

Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing,8th Edition, Maternal-Newborn Nursing, 3rd Edition and/or Pediatric Nursing, 

2nd Edition). 

Q: What do I have access to? 

A: As an adopter of at least one of the titles listed above, you now have access to the corresponding Davis 

Advantage platform, which includes personalized learning and quizzing.  

Q: How do I access Davis Advantage? 

A: Log in to your account on FADavis.com. Click on My Products in the top right corner. Locate your adopted title, 

and click on Access Davis Advantage: 

 

Davis Advantage will open in a new window. Click the Launch button next to your adopted title, and create your 

new class by clicking on Add Class. Use the links below to watch a video on getting started: 

 Getting started with Davis Advantage for Essentials of Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing, 8th Edition 

 Getting started with Davis Advantage for Maternal-Newborn Nursing, 3rd Edition 

 Getting started with Davis Advantage for Pediatric Nursing, 2nd Edition 

Q: Is the physical textbook changing? 

A: No. The content in the physical textbook remains the same. The textbook ISBN also remains the same. You may 

notice the Davis Advantage logo in the bottom right corner of new textbooks printed after January 2021, but the 

content within the book has not changed.  

 

https://www.fadavis.com/myproduct
https://go.fadavis.com/Training-Video-Essentials-8E
https://go.fadavis.com/Training-Video-Durham-3E
https://go.fadavis.com/Training-Video-Rudd-2E
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Q: What happened to Davis Edge? 

A: Access to Davis Edge online quizzing was previously included with your adopted title. Now, the quizzing 

functionality is integrated within the Davis Advantage platform. So, you still have the ability to create quizzing 

assignments for your students, and they still have the ability to create practice quizzes for themselves. Upgrades 

to quizzing functionality in the new platform include: 

 Ability to add all “pre-set” quizzing assignments with one click 

 Ability to reset, extend the due date, and accept late work for quizzing assignments at the student and class level 

 Additional grading options in the gradebook and LMS export 

Q: Can I still access my old class within Davis Edge? 

A: Yes. You can still access the previous version of Davis Edge, although we recommend discontinuing the use of 

Davis Edge and assigning quizzes via Davis Advantage instead. To access the previous version of Davis Edge, make 

sure you’re logged in to your FADavis.com account. Then, go to the specific web page for either Essentials of 

Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing, Maternal-Newborn Nursing, and/or Pediatric Nursing. Click on the RESOURCES 

tab, and then click on INSTRUCTOR. Click on the link that says, “PREVIOUS VERSION: Quizzing Only” and then click 

on “Access the previous version of Davis Edge quizzing”:  

 

NOTE: This is also how your students can access the previous version of Davis Edge, if needed. They would simply 

click on RESOURCES, then STUDENT, and access the same links shown above.  

https://www.fadavis.com/product/nursing-essentials-psychiatric-mental-health-nursing-8-townsend
https://www.fadavis.com/product/nursing-essentials-psychiatric-mental-health-nursing-8-townsend
https://www.fadavis.com/product/nursing-maternal-newborn-care-chapman-durham-3
https://www.fadavis.com/product/maternal-child-health-pediatric-nursing-rudd-kocisko-2
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Q: Can I copy information from the previous version of Davis Edge over to the new Davis Advantage? 

A: No, that capability is not available; however, you will have the ability to add all “pre-set” quizzing assignments 

with the click of a button during class set-up. 

Q: How do my students access Davis Advantage? 

A: Students who purchased new textbooks, Access Cards, or Instant Access will receive 3-year access to Davis 

Advantage, as well as an integrated eBook. Students can redeem access by entering the code found on the inside 

front cover of their textbook or access card on FADavis.com, via the My Products page. Please note: 

 If students have already redeemed their access code for your course, they do not need to re-enter the code. 

Students can simply locate the product on their My Products pages and click on Access Davis Advantage. (See 

screenshot on page 1.)  

 If students purchased Instant Access, regardless of when it was purchased, the product will automatically 

appear on their My Products pages – they do not need to enter an access code. 

 Davis Advantage is only offered with the current editions of these titles, as specified above.   

 Used textbooks, rented print books or eBooks, or purchases made outside of FADavis.com are not guaranteed 

to include an access code. 

Remember: Share your Davis Advantage class ID with your students. Click here to access an FAQ document for 

students, and feel free to pass it along to them.  

Q: What should I tell my students? 

A: In addition to sharing the Student FAQ document, we recommend copy/pasting the information below into 

your syllabus and onto your Learning Management System: 

 

We will be using Davis Advantage (www.FADavis.com) in this course. It is a mandatory resource. 

Davis Advantage will be (pick one: part of your homework/a way to track participation/a practice quizzing 

environment/remediation work/additional resource) and will count for (add percentage or points here) part of 

your grade.  Please create an account and join the Davis Advantage class by (set date for when students should 

be enrolled in the class). 

To begin working in Davis Advantage:   

1. You will need an access code to access Davis Advantage.  An access code can be found on the inside 

cover of your new book, or access can be purchased on www.FADavis.com.   

2. Please then join my class so that I can see your work.  My class ID is: [COPY/PASTE YOUR CLASS ID]  

3. An orientation video that covers everything you need to know to get started can be found here: (pick 

one based on your adopted text) 

 Davis Advantage for Essentials of Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing, 8th edition 

 Davis Advantage for Maternal-Newborn Nursing, 3rd edition 

 Davis Advantage for Pediatric Nursing, 2nd edition 

4. If you’d like additional help, please visit the F.A. Davis Support Page (CustomerSupport.FADavis.com) for 

helpful videos and answers to most common questions! 

 

https://www.fadavis.com/myproduct
https://www.fadavis.com/images/PDFs/PORTAL_LINKS/FAQ_Students.pdf
https://www.fadavis.com/images/PDFs/PORTAL_LINKS/FAQ_Students.pdf
https://www.fadavis.com/images/PDFs/PORTAL_LINKS/FAQ_Students.pdf
http://www.fadavis.com/
http://www.medicallanguagelab.com/
http://www.medicallanguagelab.com/
http://www.medicallanguagelab.com/
http://www.fadavis.com/
https://www.hapyak.com/portal/experience/viewer/48a5c43c314245cea21c695262e469cb
https://www.hapyak.com/portal/experience/viewer/1e042c2beabf42959f395a09a997384b
https://www.hapyak.com/portal/experience/viewer/9213f04654274657b1026990f6584410
https://fadavis1915-my.sharepoint.com/personal/mek_fadavis_com/Documents/Microsoft%20Teams%20Chat%20Files/customersupport.fadavis.com
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Q: Who can I contact if I have more questions? 

A: Please reference our training videos using the links below if you have more questions about how to get started 

in Davis Advantage.  

 Getting started with Davis Advantage for Essentials of Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing 

 Getting started with Davis Advantage for Maternal-Newborn Nursing 

 Getting started with Davis Advantage for Pediatric Nursing 

You can also join one of our upcoming group webinars for a closer look at the exciting functionalities Davis 

Advantage has to offer. For further assistance, you can reach out to your Educational Consultant or contact F.A. 

Davis Customer Support. 

https://go.fadavis.com/Training-Video-Essentials-8E
https://go.fadavis.com/Training-Video-Durham-3E
https://go.fadavis.com/Training-Video-Rudd-2E
https://go.fadavis.com/Davis-Advantage-Webinars
https://www.fadavis.com/educational_consultant_locator
https://customersupport.fadavis.com/home/
https://customersupport.fadavis.com/home/

